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About 1740, Bach’s life underwent a quiet but 
profound change. While he retained his position as 
cantor at the Thomaskirche in Leipzig, his musical 
interests began to evolve. He had long before given 
up his initial responsibility to compose cantatas, 
passions, and other liturgical music, and in 1741 
he relinquished the directorship of the Collegium 
Musicum, the small semi-professional orchestra 
he had led over the previous decade. Now, at age 
55 (and perhaps with the first indications of the eye 
trouble that would eventually leave him blind), Bach 
felt a renewed interest in what had always been 
a consuming passion: contrapuntal music and its 
possibilities.

In 1747 came one of the most famous signs of this 
interest. On a visit to Berlin, Bach played before 
Frederick the Great, who in turn gave Bach a theme 
and asked him to extemporize a six-part fugue on 
it. Bach improvised a three-part fugue for Frederick 
on the spot and then—back in Leipzig—took that 
“royal” theme through thirteen further contrapuntal 
extensions, which he presented to the king as A 
Musical Offering. But Bach’s interest in exploring the 
contrapuntal possibilities of a single theme extended 
well beyond the famous visit to Berlin. In these same 
years, Bach had begun a lengthy work consisting of a 
series of fugues and canons based on one theme. His 
work on this project continued across the decade, 
even during the years of his increasing blindness, 
and in fact, the project would remain unfinished—at 
the time of his death, Bach was working on a triple 
fugue that was left incomplete. Bach had prepared 
the first 11 fugues for publication, and after his 
death, all the pieces based on this one theme were 
gathered by his son Carl Philipp Emanuel and 
published in the fall of 1751 under the name The Art 
of Fugue, a title the composer probably never heard 
or imagined.

The fact that the work was left unfinished has created 
a number of problems. Principal among these was 
Bach’s failure to indicate the instrumentation he had 
in mind for this music, and some have wondered 
whether he intended the work to be performed 
at all. Its complexities—and the lack of indicated 
instrumentation—have led some to believe that 
these pieces are unplayable, intended only as 
cerebral exercises on the lofty plain at which 

Bach had finally arrived. That the music can be 
performed—and that it is magnificent, moving 
music—has been demonstrated by many perform-
ers, but the instrumentation remains an open 
question: The Art of Fugue has been performed 
by harpsichord, piano, organ, string quartet, 
chamber orchestra, full symphony orchestra, 
saxophone quartet, and many other ensembles.

Bach himself arranged these fugues (in this work he 
preferred the title Contrapunctus, or “counterpoint,” 
to Fugue) in a sequence of increasing complexity. 
His fundamental theme seems simplicity itself: in D 
minor, it is only four measures long, and—even at its 
steady tempo—it gives the impression of increasing 
speed, as the half-notes of the opening measures 
give way to quarters in the third and to eighths in 
the final measure. Over the next hour Bach will put 
this simple theme through increasingly complex 
contrapuntal treatment—mirror fugues, stretto 
fugues, inversion, double and triple fugues, and 
canons.

Because Bach died before he could finish The Art 
of Fugue, the question of a “proper” ending has 
haunted performers ever since. Bach’s health 
deteriorated steadily over the last years of his life: he 
had several strokes, and he gradually went blind. In 
the months before his death, he underwent two eye 
operations (it is harrowing to imagine what an eye 
operation in 1750, performed without anesthesia, 
was like), but these were unsuccessful, and Bach 
drifted into blindness. In his final months, he dictated 
his composing to an assistant, but eventually even 
this became too difficult. Realizing that he would 
be unable to complete the magnificent concluding 
Contrapunctus XIV, a triple fugue, Bach thought 
at first to bring the work to its conclusion with a 
chorale tune, and he dictated the chorale prelude Vor 
deinen Thron tret ich hiermit. Over the last century 
various musicians, including Donald Francis 
Tovey and Ferruccio Busoni, have completed 
Contrapunctus XIV on their own, and it is sometimes 
performed in one of these “completed” versions. 
Other performers, however, choose to perform 
only what Bach wrote, and at the present recital, 
Ms. Nosrati breaks off abruptly at measure 239, 
the point at which Bach was unable to continue. 
The music seems to vanish in mid-air, and in the 

Program notes
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Highly regarded for the sincerity, 
depth, and virtuosity of her 
interpretations, German pianist 
Schaghajegh Nosrati’s inter-
national career is marked not 
only by several prizes at national 
and international piano competi-
tions, but also by highly praised 

performances at prestigious venues in Europe, 
North America, and Asia.

Upcoming highlights as a recitalist and soloist 
with orchestras include her debuts at Carnegie 
Hall and the Gilmore Festival, and her return to 
Vancouver Recital Society and the Palau de la 
Musica Barcelona. Recent performances include 
appearances at the Lucerne Festival, Vienna 
Musikverein, Berlin Philharmonie, Gewandhaus 
Leipzig, 92nd Street Y, Elbphilharmonie Hamburg, 
Palais des Beaux Arts (Brussels), and Philharmonie 
Luxembourg.

Schaghajegh’s international breakthrough came in 
2014 as an award winner at the International Bach 
Competition in Leipzig. Her critically acclaimed 
discography includes Bach’s The Art of Fugue and 
Bach’s Piano Concertos, as well as an album of 
works by Charles Valentin Alkan. Her most recent 
recording of piano concertos by Anton Rubinstein 
with the Berlin Radio Symphony was released in 
2021.

Born in Bochum in 1989 as the child of Iranian 
immigrants, Schaghajegh attended Hochschule für 
Musik und Theater Hannover and the Barenboim-
Said Academy in Berlin and has since joined both 
institutions as a faculty member. Her teachers 
include Ewa Kupiec and Sir András Schiff, who has 
become a mentor and frequent artistic partner.

about the artist

ensuing silence we recognize that Bach’s prodigious 
strength could no longer confront that silence and 
impose order on it.

Bach composed A Musical Offering for Frederick 
the Great in 1747, and he sent that manuscript off 
to the king with a flowery dedication. Three years 
later, losing his strength and eyesight, Bach wrote 
The Art of Fugue not for a king but for the future. 
Unfinished as it is, The Art of Fugue represents 
his final thoughts from a musical journey that had 
lasted a lifetime, a journey that lives on today and 
that will reach audiences as yet unborn.

– Eric Bromberger

Eric Bromberger has been program annotator for 
Washington Performing Arts since 2000. He also 
writes program notes for the Minnesota Orchestra, 
San Diego Symphony, Santa Fe Chamber Music 
Festival, San Francisco Performances, University of 
Chicago Presents, and many other organizations. A 
violinist, he was a member of the La Jolla Symphony 
for 32 seasons.
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About the host

Anastasia Tsioulcas is an NPR 
Arts reporter and the Series 
Host of Home Delivery Plus 
2021. Tsioulcas’s NPR roles 
have included interviews with 
the likes of composers Steve 
Reich and Terry Riley and, as a 
former reporter and producer 
for NPR Music, production 

of episodes of the popular Tiny Desk Concert 
series. For Home Delivery Plus, she lends her 
insights to a number of performance “packages,” 
from introducing the events to moderating post- 
performance talks to curating Spotify playlists 
inspired by package artists and themes.

Joining Schaghajegh Nosrati for 
our Linger Longer conversation 
is Sir András Schiff, a world- 
renowned pianist, conductor, 
pedagogue, and lecturer. Born in 
Budapest, Hungary in 1953, Sir 
András studied piano at the Liszt 
Ferenc Academy with Pál Kadosa, 
György Kurtág and Ferenc Rados; 

and in London with George Malcom. Recitals and 
special cycles, including the complete works of 
Bach, Haydn, Beethoven, Schubert, and Bartók, 
constitute an important component of his work. 
Having collaborated with the world’s leading orches-
tras and conductors, he now focuses primarily on 
solo recitals, play-conducting appearances, and 
exclusive conducting projects.

Sir András enjoys close relationships with the 
Chamber Orchestra of Europe, Budapest Festival 
Orchestra, Orchestra of the Age of Enlightenment, 
and Cappella Andrea Barca—his own chamber 
orchestra consisting of international soloists, 
chamber musicians, and friends. In 2018, he 
accepted the role of Associate Artist with the OAE, 
complementing his interest in performing on period 
keyboard instruments.

He has established a prolific discography and, since 
1997, has been an exclusive artist for ECM New 
Series. Highlights include the complete Beethoven 
Piano Sonatas recorded live in Zurich, solo recitals 
of Schubert, Schumann, and Janáček, as well as 
J.S. Bach’s Partitas, Goldberg Variations, and Well-
Tempered Clavier. His most recent recording of 
Brahms’s Piano Concertos with OAE will be released 
in June 2021.

linger longer

hayes piano series

Established in 1966 in honor of Washington Performing Arts founder Patrick Hayes and his wife, Evelyn 
Swarthout Hayes, the Hayes Piano Series has featured recitals by some of the world’s finest emerging 
pianists. Although the in-person subscription series is on hiatus due to the current pandemic, we are 
pleased to welcome Jenny Lin and Schaghajegh Nosrati to the extraordinary lineage of “Hayes Artists” 
in 2021.
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